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5G, Vaccinations,  
Nanoparticles (Chemtrails) 

and the Genocide of Humanity 
Part 1  

Their Place in Agenda 2020/Agenda 2030 
 
Below is evidence that confirms my suspicions from early 2000, concerning the aerial 
spraying of Chemtrails.  This testimony is translated from its French source of evidence. 
For years, going back to 1996, we have been met with obfuscation, deception, and 
disinformation by government agencies as to the true nature of their content, their real 
purpose, and lack of transparency.  Such as I have researched for the past twenty-five 
years it has always been the case we only know of what was being sprayed day and 
night, rain or shine, month after month, through the efforts able to gather residue found 
on fauna, flower, bushes, and open containers where water found in birdbaths, water 
gages, buckets, etc. 
 
There is an important report noted in the footnotes below, #3, which deals with a 
confidential French Army research study that corroborates the evidence of this article.  It 
has been repressed by French authorities and yet shows the links with the Covid, 5G, 
Nanoparticles and the Genocide of the World!  The linked document is the proverbial 
“smoking gun” to what is in process to the elimination of a significant number of the 
world population.   
 
The French Army presents the findings found on page iv at the front of the 190-page 
document.  The document validates suppositions that I have been presenting regarding 
this particular topic.  Again, the source of this document comes from the French Army 
who was not permitted to present the evidence in a public forum, a clear sign that high 
authorities did not want the information to see the light of day.  THIS IS MUST 
READING SO THAT YOU CAN UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU ARE FACING.  THIS IS A 
PSY-OP, THAT FEW WILL GRASP.  THIS IS THE CLASSICAL CIA “ALICE IN 
WONDERLAND” APPROACH TO BREAKDOWN THOSE THEY INTEROGATE.   

…………………………………………………………… 
 
Findings of the Investigative Report1 On The Covid-19 Pandemic and its 
Relationship to SARS-CoV-2 and Other Factors 
CONCLUSIONS 

Glaring inconsistencies and inexplicable "lacunae" invalidate the official theory 

The management of the health “crisis" seems to be a pretext for a totalitarian 
   global takeover 

Totalitarian machinations: intention to impose a global cryptocurrency, a 
   vaccine with nano-chips and a subcutaneous electronic chip 

There is massive corruption at the heart of WHO and the most unavowable 
   intentions 
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5G is implicated in Covid-19, with electromagnetic radiation having possibly 
   highly potentiated: 
   The pathogenic power of the virus, or 
   The Prevotella bacterium that caused the cytokine shock 

Similarity between the lung damage observed by all emergency doctors and 
   damage caused by the use of an electromagnetic weapon (plus permanent 
   headaches, fatigue, burning sensations in the lungs, thrombosis and loss of 
   sensitivity to smell and taste, also cited as symptoms of COVID-19) 

Many antennas were installed thanks to the lockdown, without concern for the 
  "precautionary principle", despite it being otherwise widely cited, in particular to 
   hobble medical treatment 

"Covid-19" is a biological and electromagnetic war supported by a vast "smoke and- 
   mirrors" operation, which is sowing confusion among the ranks of medical 
   and hospital personnel 

"Covid-19" could be the preparation for a much larger-scale joint operation 
   combined with a smokescreen to conceal large-scale tests of the 5G weapon, 
   for criminal ends that remain to be clarified 

5G installations, both terrestrial and aerial (Elon Musk's satellites in low-Earth 
  orbit), are clearly part of this "total war" project 

Dr. Jeremy K. Raines,2 an authoritative electromagnetic field engineer, reports 
  that signals are used by the human body to regulate its processes, and warns 
  that external electromagnetic signals can seriously interfere in this process. 

No investigation has been carried out on the reaction of the Earth to the 
  massive use of 5G technology despite it having been established that industrial 
  activities (mining activities, oil and gas extraction, geothermal) can induce 
  earthquakes 

Unusual earthquakes have taken place in France and municipalities have been 
  declared to be in a state of emergency. 
 

……………………………………………………………… 
  
 
Interviewee: I’m an engineer. I have a qualification in chemical engineering and when I 
was studying, there was talk of nanoparticles and particularly particles that enabled – or 
would enable (because it was 1993) – cancer treatments. 
 
Nanoparticles have vibration frequencies which depend on the frequency of the product 
and which have particular frequencies. These vibration frequencies – when you send 
these frequencies to the nanoparticles, they are going to vibrate, a bit like water vibrates 
when you send it a frequency of 2.3 GHz [sic] using microwave oven cyclotrons – you 
make the water vibrate and you heat the water and the elements around it, in the same 
way you make the cells around it explode, so that you can cook a chicken in a 
microwave oven. 
 
These nanoparticles have the same phenomenon at certain other frequencies.  That 
means that, when they are in the body, for example, when you put them next to a 
cancer cell, you send a certain frequency that makes the particle vibrate and you heat 
around it, which means all the cells around it, that is, the cancerous cells, for example, 
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will explode.[1] At the time, I said to myself that it was a good way of exterminating a 
population. That’s to say, for example, if you manage to inject people with nanoparticles 
and you then transmit a wave which is not a priori dangerous, but when one associates 
it with this particle, it makes the particle vibrate. 
 
Interviewer: OK, but why are you telling us about nanoparticles today and what is the 
claimed link with Covid? 
 
Interviewee: For me, these nanoparticles are part of a weapon system that will enable 
depopulation without mass resistance. So, if you compare that to a system of 
explosives, the nanoparticle would be the bar of plastic explosive, that is, the active 
material that’s going to explode. The second thing that would be needed is a detonator. 
For me, this is the electromagnetic wave that’s going to make the nanoparticle vibrate, 
and the third thing is the control,  
 
I think that we’ve found it now, it’s the idea of 2020 060606,[2],[3] that is, the 
subcutaneous vaccination that the masters of the world are going to propose so that 
they can know where we are and can trace us with 5G. The advantage that 5G has as a 
detonator is that it can track us. It’s a directed energy weapon. So, we’re traced, they 
know where to send the wave and they know who they are going to heat up. What do 
you need in order to have this weapon system operational?  You need to be able to 
inject the nanoparticles into the body. The only means that seems consistent in terms of 
the history is to put it in the vaccines.  
 
And there it was! I think it was around 2015 that I read Serge Rader’s book [on 
vaccines] and I learned that there were nanoparticles in children’s vaccines and old 
people’s flu vaccines, while the laboratories were telling us that they weren’t putting 
nanoparticles in them. And there weren’t any in vaccines for veterinarians. So I started 
to say to myself, “Oh, there’s a good weapon system that’s being put in place, what’s 
going to happen is that there’s going to be a pandemic”.  
 
And bam, in 2019 there’s a pandemic! And what’s hiding behind this pandemic? You’ve 
got statutes that permit the installation of 5G, so one part of our weapon system, they 
want to impose a vaccine on us – in Denmark, they made a statute such that, if a Covid 
vaccine existed, everyone would have to have it. In every country, they’re putting 
maximum pressure on the population so that they vaccinate because the pandemic is 
here and the only way of dealing with it is the vaccine. That’s why I say that we’re right 
on the button with this theory where they’re going to exterminate a large part of the 
population. And what’s more, recently they’ve been talking about the Great Reset 2021. 
That’s what makes me say that we are leading up to genocide, a depopulation of the 
Earth. 
 
Interviewer: So given that you managed to decode this pseudo-pandemic well before it 
happened, what are your thoughts about the coming months before 2021? 
 

http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_edn1
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_edn2
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_edn3
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Interviewee: Listen, the thing is clear, it’s the deployment of a weapon system. Look at 
what we’ve seen so far. We’ve seen directives in March permitting the deployment of 
5G. All the world governments are deploying this part of the weapon.  
 
The second thing is that they’re gearing up for this pseudo-vaccine – because it’s not a 
vaccine, it’s one part of the weapon – to be put in place, and well ahead of the two 
years that they were talking about. They even think the vaccine will be put in place in 
September. The second thing is that they need to force the population to opt into the 
vaccination. There’s the media but that’s not strong enough.  
 
The thing that people regard as most important right now is the children. Their move 
was well planned! You’ve had obligatory vaccination since 2018, when the Macron 
government came in with 18 5-in-1 vaccines all containing nanoparticles. As if by 
accident, one part of the weapon!  These nanoparticles that they injected with the 
vaccines, they’re going to make use of them.  
 
So how?  Once 5G has been deployed, and I stress once 5G has been deployed – they 
are going to transmit radiation that’s going to excite the nanoparticles that they have 
injected into our children for the last 3 or 4 years. And into the elderly with the flu 
vaccine. What’s that going to cause?  
 
There are going to be fevers, there are going to be inflammations, as if by chance 
Kawasaki disease is going to happen. So I say, in the coming months, when the 
antennas are installed in certain countries, it will start, not all at once, but we’re going to 
see in France, as soon as the 5G antennas are deployed, well, the coronavirus second 
wave will appear, and this second wave is going to have a particularity, it’s going to 
affect the elderly again since they were vaccinated with the flu vaccine, and the children 
who were vaccinated.  
 
So Kawasaki disease will develop, which will enable the government to impose the 
Covid vaccine and inject all of us with these nanoparticles so that they can annihilate us 
en masse and when they want. Then perhaps at the start there will be tens of 
thousands of deaths, but they have the capacity to kill 90% and depopulate up to 90% 
of the planet, actually all the vaccinated people. There you have it. 
 
Censorship and theories about the coronavirus 
Why is there so much censorship? 
Think about it. 
 
[1] Nano-delivery Systems and Devices Branch – Cancer & Nanotech. Treatment and 
therapy. Excerpt: The physical properties of nanoparticles, such as energy absorption 
and re-radiation, can also be used to disrupt diseased tissue, as in laser ablation and 
hyperthermia applications. Available at https://www.cancer.gov/nano/cancer-
nanotechnology/treatment. Accessed 9 October 2020. 
 

http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_ednref1
https://www.cancer.gov/nano/cancer-nanotechnology/treatment.%20Accessed%209%20October%202020
https://www.cancer.gov/nano/cancer-nanotechnology/treatment.%20Accessed%209%20October%202020
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[2] Microsoft Patent 060606 – Body interfaced digital currency. Available at 
https://www.disclose.tv/t/microsoft-patent-060606-body-interfaced-digital-currency/298. 
Accessed 9 October 2020. 
 
[3] For a detailed discussion of the proposed vaccine, see French Army Reserve 
Officers’ Investigative Report on the Covid-19 Pandemic and its Relationship to SARS-
COV-2 and Other Factors, chapter 13: Vaccine and electronic chip. Voir une discussion 
détaillée sur le vaccin proposé à Rapport d’enquête d’un groupe d’officiers de réserve 
sur la pandémie de COVID-19 – mise à  jour le 13 mai 2020. 
 
[4] Microsoft Patent 060606 – Body interfaced digital currency. Available at 
https://www.disclose.tv/t/microsoft-patent-060606-body-interfaced-digital-currency/298. 
Accessed 9 October 2020. 
 
[5] Serge Rader. Vaccins – Oui ou Non ? : Les analyses et les photos au microscope 
électronique de substances contenues dans les vaccins (Vaccines – Yes or No ? 
Analyses and electron-microscope images of substances contained in vaccines). Talma 
studios. 2017. Serge Rader, pharmacien diplômé d’État, ancien titulaire d’officines 
pendant plus de vingt ans et président fondateur de la Coopérative de Pharmaciens Ile-
de-France, devenu lanceur d’alerte face aux dérives de l’industrie pharmaceutique. 
 
Serge Rader is a qualified pharmacist, former owner of pharmacies for more than 20 
years and founding president of the Cooperative of Pharmacists Ile-de-France, became 
a whistleblower in the face of the abuses of the pharmaceutical industry. 

…………………………………………………………. 
 

If you have read any of my articles on 5G, the Corona virus being used as a cover for 
the 5G “Beta Test” in Wuhan, China, I previously stated that 105 countries of the 179 
countries represented  that signed onto Agenda-2021, including China and the USA 
have reasons to want to reduce their national population.  In the case of the U.S., we 
have a National Debt of $27.4-trillion dollars, but in reality the government as “off the 
books” unfunded obligations of $200-trillion dollars, such as government and military 
pensions, Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, and other programs.  As is the case with 
most other state and municipal government pension funds, they are under-funded or 
unable to pay for police, firemen, and service workers.   
 
The political practice has been to “kick the can down the road” when it came to labor 
strikes, labor contract negotiations, the tendency has been to ink the contract, worry 
about the costs in the years to come.  DO NOT BELIEVE FOR ONE MOMENT THAT 
YOUR GOVERNMENT IS CONCERNED ABOUT YOU OR YOUR FAMILY.  The U.S. 
Corporation can file bankruptcy just as easy as any business, or individual.  If you die as 
a consequence of 5G, that becomes a statistic, and another individual who can be 
removed from the rolls of the Social Security System.  The initial phase of the Covid-19 
Lock Down was mostly the elderly receiving government benefits.   
 

http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_ednref2
https://www.disclose.tv/t/microsoft-patent-060606-body-interfaced-digital-currency/298
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_ednref3
http://ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/INVESTIGATIVE-REPORT-ON-THE-COVID-19-PANDEMIC-AND-ITS-RELATIONSHIP-TO-SARS-COV-2-AND-OTHER-FACTORS.pdf
http://ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/INVESTIGATIVE-REPORT-ON-THE-COVID-19-PANDEMIC-AND-ITS-RELATIONSHIP-TO-SARS-COV-2-AND-OTHER-FACTORS.pdf
http://ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/INVESTIGATIVE-REPORT-ON-THE-COVID-19-PANDEMIC-AND-ITS-RELATIONSHIP-TO-SARS-COV-2-AND-OTHER-FACTORS.pdf
http://ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/RAPPORT-DENQUETE-DUN-GROUPE-DOFFICIERS-DE-RESERVE-SUR-LA-PANDEMIE-DE-COVID-19-mise-A%CC%83-jour-le-13-mai-2020.pdf
http://ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/RAPPORT-DENQUETE-DUN-GROUPE-DOFFICIERS-DE-RESERVE-SUR-LA-PANDEMIE-DE-COVID-19-mise-A%CC%83-jour-le-13-mai-2020.pdf
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_ednref4
https://www.disclose.tv/t/microsoft-patent-060606-body-interfaced-digital-currency/298
http://radiationdangers.com/5g/explosive-information-5g-vaccination-nanoparticles-and-the-genocide-of-humanity/#_ednref5
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5G provides the “dream” weapon to wipe from the books the government obligations, 
and it does not mean just the Chinese Government or the U.S. Government.  We have 
been witness to a political theatre between President Trump and Nancy Pelosi, all 
intended to keep us in the distraction of party politics.  President Trump appeared on 
the Friday, October 9th, 2020 program for two hours, and the two-hour show had an 
audience of 50-million listeners. 
 
Donald Trump is not going to change things even if he wins on November 3rd.  He 
certainly is not going to be able to reduce the National Debt, and if anything, he will 
send it into the stratosphere.  I personally believe Donald Trump is aware of the fake 
virus plan-demic scam.  Wuhan was merely a “Trial Run” to see if the 5G “silent” 
weapon could be pulled off without the world knowing what really happened!  It is my 
view that all the major politicians in Washington, and many States as well are fully 
aware of what is coming in a few weeks.   
 
At this point in time, the public seems to be showing signs it has recognized it is being 
gaslighted and they are not happy campers.  Can you blame them? 
 
You know the narrative is falling apart when law suits are being filed in the courts 
around the world.  Here is Asian independent journalist Ben Fulford’s recent report filed 
on October 12, 2020.  It reveals a great deal about who profited from this global scam.  
 
  

WHO backpedals on Covid-19 scam as criminal, civil charges filed  
By Benjamin Fulford Weekly Reports 73 Comments  

 
“The WHO has suddenly backpedaled on the Covid-19 scam, as criminal and civil 
charges are filed against their leadership. This is part of an autumn offensive by the 
White Hats in the ongoing battle for Planet Earth, ranging from byzantine intrigue at the 
Vatican to large-scale use of nuclear weapons. On both fronts, the good guys are 
winning decisive victories. 
 
Remember, we are dealing with two competing visions for the future of the planet. One, 
controlled by the Khazarian Mafia, or the Chabad Death Cult, which calls for wiping out 
90% of humanity and enslaving the rest. The other calls for a huge campaign to end 
poverty, stop environmental destruction, and explore the universe. 
 
The global situation appears to be getting weirder by the day because the battle 
between these two different versions of reality is reaching a climax. 
 
This is not just a case of the U.S. versus China or Trump versus Biden. Instead, it 
transcends traditional boundaries. On the theatrical news stage, for example, we are 
being offered two different personalities of Donald Trump and Xi Jinping, each 
appearing to support the agenda of a different faction. 
 

https://benjaminfulford.net/2020/10/12/who-backpedals-on-covid-19-scam-as-criminal-civil-charges-filed/
https://benjaminfulford.net/author/benjamin-fulford/
https://benjaminfulford.net/author/benjamin-fulford/
https://benjaminfulford.net/2020/10/12/who-backpedals-on-covid-19-scam-as-criminal-civil-charges-filed/#comments
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To illustrate, let us look at the sudden turn-around at the WHO. Here is what corrupt 
Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said in March: 
 
“This epidemic can be pushed back but only with a coordinated and comprehensive 
approach that engages the entire machinery of government.” 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/who-calls-on-all-nations-to-pull-out-all-the-stops-to-
fight-coronavirus.html  
 
Then last week COVID-19 special envoy David Nabarro said: 
“We in the World Health Organization do not advocate lockdowns as a primary means 
of control of this virus.”  
 
https://twitter.com/spectator/status/1314573157827858434?s=20  
What changed is that a critical mass of decision-makers within the world’s intelligence 
and law enforcement organizations has realized the whole Covid-19 campaign is a 
massive crime against humanity. 
 
One factor was the WHO’s own idiotic statements. They said recently that 780 million 
people got Covid-19 and of those 1,061,539 people died from it. That is an infection 
mortality rate of 0.14% or one-tenth of the average world death rate from all causes 
(1.38%). 
 
Now the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is admitting “no quantified virus isolates of 
the 2019-nCoV are currently available…” https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download 
  
In other words, the entire shut down of economies, forcing people to wear masks, etc. is 
based on a virus they cannot even prove exists. Or perhaps the regulatory agencies 
don’t want to provide any data that can be examined closely, since some Indian 
scientists first claimed that an unnatural combination of elements was present in 
samples. 
 
Even more damning is evidence produced by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich of the German 
Corona investigative committee. Reiner says the Rothschild family patented fake 
positive result Covid-19 tests years ago. Dr. Reiner is now preparing one of the largest 
damage lawsuits in history against the perpetrators of this fraud. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zarFW3hwuyBc/  
 
MI6 sources say they have initiated worldwide criminal investigations against the 
Rothschilds and their Khazarian Mafia cohorts for insider trading based on this scam. 
Short selling of stocks in March of this year brought $344 billion in profits to companies 
including Morgan Stanly, Bank of America, Charles Schwab, and the pharmaceutical 
company McKesson.  
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-stocks-shortselling-idUKKBN21811E  
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-market-short-sellers-billions-
profit-coronavirus-economic-decline-tech-2020-3-1029022585#  
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/who-calls-on-all-nations-to-pull-out-all-the-stops-to-fight-coronavirus.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/05/who-calls-on-all-nations-to-pull-out-all-the-stops-to-fight-coronavirus.html
https://twitter.com/spectator/status/1314573157827858434?s=20
https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zarFW3hwuyBc/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-stocks-shortselling-idUKKBN21811E
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-market-short-sellers-billions-profit-coronavirus-economic-decline-tech-2020-3-1029022585
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-market-short-sellers-billions-profit-coronavirus-economic-decline-tech-2020-3-1029022585
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However, disturbing evidence we must try to reconcile is that world leaders, including 
Presidents Xi Jinping of China, Donald Trump of the U.S., and Vladimir Putin of Russia, 
appear to be participating in this fraud by supporting the call for mass vaccination to 
combat a non-existent pandemic. 
 
Are they expecting their supporters to be smart enough to refuse a voluntary 
vaccination and are simply allowing their detractors to poison themselves with a suicide 
shot containing fertility-reducing and carcinogenic vaccine ingredients? 
 

 
 
Do they know it’s virtually impossible to make a safe and effective RNA vaccine for 
SARS-Cov and are just playing along and biding their time with the global narrative laid 
out by the WHO? Remember COVID-19 stands for “Certificate Of Vaccination ID-19” 
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and is being branded as “the name of the disease” so the sheeple know what to agree 
to voluntarily when lining up for their “pandemic ending” shot soon to be scheduled 
along with the seasonal flu jab. 
 
Could it just be Trump’s political maneuvering after getting punked by Xi in January, to 
keep up appearances knowing that the Dems will try to place blame in an election year? 
We can understand that his presidential election rival Joe Biden is compromised and 
corrupt, but they are both calling for everyone to be vaccinated for this fake pandemic.” 
 
Recently the web site All News Pipeline – by Stefan Stanford posted this report just 
below on their page.  When I first tried to download it, I was blocked from saving it by 
internet censors who routinely block me from saving unsavory news they rather I not 
share.  I keep a list of such blocked news, and on a holiday like today, Columbus Day, 
October 12th, 2020 when they are off for the holiday, I go back and download them. 

……………………………………………………………… 
 
While Microsoft founder and vaccine propagandist Bill Gates recently warned that the 
next deadly flu epidemic is just waiting around the corner and it could quickly lead to the 
deaths of more than 30 million people, we’re not the least bit surprised that he also 
claims a ‘universal flu shot’ is the answer to prevent such a deadly pandemic, this 
despite the fact that even medical experts claimed that this year’s flu shot was hardly a 
preventive and actually led to the spread of the flu. 
 
With the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation teaming up with Google co-founder Larry 
Page to launch the ‘Grand Challenge’ of what they call the ‘holy grail of influenza 
research‘, an attempt to develop a ‘universal vaccine‘, Gates and Page are giving out 
individual grants of between $250,000 and $2 million over 2 years to those attempting to 
develop such a universal flu shot with human testing set to begin by 2021. 
 
Calling upon computational biology, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, machine 
learning and other new technologies to be used as aids in the ongoing research, Gates 
and Page hope to ‘bridge the funding‘ of such projects due to what they call the “valley 
of death” between novel concepts and clinical trial-ready products.  
 
And while like many globalists, Gates and Page sound ‘sincere’ in their goals to prevent 
the spread of an epidemic that could cull tens of millions of lives, we must always 
remember that Gates and the Gates Foundation are also proponents of eugenics with 
Gates himself coming out directly and stated the world is far too overpopulated as heard 
directly from him in the 2nd video below while his father, William H Gates Sr., was a 
former board member of ‘Planned Parenthood’. 
 
Bill Gates has doubled down on his goal to depopulate the planet, using deceitful 
Orwellian doublespeak in a new video to bamboozle his naive followers into believing 
that “by making people healthier, we can reduce the world’s population”. 
 

http://allnewspipeline.com/Bill_Gates_Warning_Deagel_Depop.php
https://gizmodo.com/bill-gates-warns-30-million-people-could-die-from-flu-p-1825615528
https://gizmodo.com/bill-gates-warns-30-million-people-could-die-from-flu-p-1825615528
https://www.fiercepharma.com/vaccines/thinking-developing-a-truly-universal-flu-vaccine-bill-gates-and-larry-page-challenge-you
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/04/what-bill-gates-fears-most/559007/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-03-29-gates-foundation-leading-the-way-in-eugenics-depopulation-plan.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_H._Gates_Sr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_H._Gates_Sr.
http://www.yogaesoteric.net/content.aspx?lang=EN&item=14920
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Make no mistake, when Gates talks about “making people healthier” what he is really 
talking about is enforcing the mandatory roll out of his range of experimental 
vaccinations. The same vaccines that have already caused mass sterilization and death 
on multiple continents. 
 

 
 
The second-richest man on the planet is a committed globalist and eugenicist working 
towards the New World Order goal of depopulation. Lest anyone forget these facts, Bill 
Gates regularly goes out of his way to remind us of them. 
 
Bill Gates and his foundation have consistently come under fire for their goal of 
depopulation, and now the same man who admitted in a TED talk that his goal is to 
eliminate a billion humans from the face of the Earth has now taken to Facebook to 
lecture us about why being eradicated is in our own interests. 
 
And while the website Deagel.com has recently made some very mysterious changes to 
their 2025 forecast for America as we report in much more detail below, as we hear in 
the final video below from the Leak Project and read in this March story from The Sun, 
one medical health expert is warning of a mutant virus that sounds straight from a 
science fiction movie, potentially becoming the fastest-spreading viral killer known to the 
human race and as he tells us, such a killer virus outbreak could happen tomorrow. 
 
Dr. Jonathan Quick, chair of the Global Health Council, said the flu virus is “the most 
diabolical, hardest-to-control, and fastest-spreading potential viral killer known to 
humankind”. 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5738866/killer-flu-pandemic-could-hit-any-time-killing-300-million/
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Describing what sounds like scenes from a horror film, Dr. Quick warned in The Daily 
Mail of starvation, medicine supplies running low, energy systems crippling under the 
pressure and the collapse of the global economy. 
 
And what’s could cause such devastation, on a global scale? 
 
“The most likely culprit will be a new and unprecedentedly deadly mutation of the 
influenza virus. The conditions are right, it could happen tomorrow.” 
 

 
 
And while the website Deagel.com is STILL forecasting a massive depopulation for 
America by 2025, on our visit to their website this morning we found a huge difference 
in their 2025 forecast from just weeks ago. 
 
As we had reported on ANP back on December 31st of 2017, Deagel was previously 
forecasting the US population to drop to 54 million people by 2025, down from what was 
then 324 million people in 2016. Well as we see now in the screenshot above taken 
from their website page for the United States this morning, Deagel is now forecasting 
that the 2025 population of the USA will be a nice, round 100 million people – nearly 
doubling their previous 2025 forecast for America of 54 million. 
 
Yet as it’s easy to see, even a 2025 forecast of 100 million people living here in less 
than 8 years is STILL DOWN 227 million from the 2017 population of America. How will 
America LOSE 227 million people by 2025? 
 

http://www.deagel.com/
http://allnewspipeline.com/War_With_North_Korea_Worse_Than_Any_War_Prior.php
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
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We’d love to know why Deagel is forecasting the population of the US to drop from 327 
million in 2017 to only 100 million in 2025, with them also forecasting a 2025 U.S. 
military budget of 32 billion dollars, down from our 2017 military budget of $637 billion, 
while forecasting our population density to drop from 34 inhabitants per square mile to 
only 10 inhabitants per square mile in 2025. While our emails to Deagel have gone 
unreturned, what does Deagel know that we don’t know? 
 
Also forecasting that our gross domestic product will drop from $19 trillion in 2017 to 
only $2.4 trillion in 2025, Deagel’s numbers for America in 2025 still show an America in 
total collapse, a 3rd world nation with our GDP per capita more than cut in half while our 
purchase power parity is forecast to be lower than Thailand, Columbia, Bulgaria, Croatia 
and Montenegro. 

 
 
 
And before you go and discount Deagel’s numbers, it’s very important to know that their 
sources ARE the ‘deep state’ with the CIA, US Department of Defense, US Department 
of State and World Bank contributing data for their forecasts. So…. what does Deagel 
know what we don’t know? Their sauces make clear that whatever Deagel knows, the 
‘deep state’ knows, too! 
 
While Deagel leaves no explanation on their website about why they’ve made these 
changes to the 2025 forecast population of America, as we’ve previously reported on 
ANP, they did put out an explanation back in October of 2014 about why they were 
forecasting such a huge drop for America, ‘a confluence of crisis’ with a devastating 
result‘. A brief excerpt from that 2014 explanation: 
 
The key element to understand the process that the USA will enter in the upcoming 
decade is migration. In the past, especially in the 20th century, the key factor that 
allowed the USA to rise to its colossus status was immigration with the benefits of a 
demographic expansion supporting the credit expansion and the brain drain from the 
rest of the world benefiting the States. 
 
The collapse of the Western financial system will wipe out the standard of living of its 
population while ending Ponzi schemes such as the stock exchange and the pension 

https://www.investopedia.com/updates/purchasing-power-parity-ppp/
http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx
http://allnewspipeline.com/Deagel_US_2025_Forecast_Breakdown.php
http://allnewspipeline.com/Deagel_US_2025_Forecast_Breakdown.php
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funds. The population will be hit so badly by a full array of bubbles and Ponzi schemes 
that the migration engine will start to work in reverse accelerating itself due to ripple 
effects thus leading to the demise of the States. This unseen situation for the States will 
develop itself in a cascade pattern with unprecedented and devastating effects for the 
economy. Jobs offshoring will surely end with many American Corporations relocating 
overseas thus becoming foreign Corporations!!!! 
 
We see a significant part of the American population migrating to Latin America and 
Asia while migration to Europe – suffering a similar illness – won’t be relevant. 
Nevertheless the death toll will be horrible. Take into account that the Soviet Union’s 
population was poorer than the Americans nowadays or even then. The ex-Soviets 
suffered during the following struggle in the 1990s with a significant death toll and the 
loss of national pride. Might we say “Twice the pride, double the fall”? Nope. 
 
The American standard of living is one of the highest, far more than double of the 
Soviets while having a services economy that will be gone with the financial system. 
When pensioners see their retirement disappear in front of their eyes and there are no 
servicing jobs you can imagine what is going to happen next. At least younger people 
can migrate. Never in human history were so many elders among the population. In 
past centuries people were lucky to get to their 30s or 40s. The American downfall is set 
to be far worse than the Soviet Union’s one. A confluence of crisis with a devastating 
result. 
 

 
 

And while their expected culling of 227 million Americans isn’t quite as many as they 
were forecasting just weeks ago, they are still forecasting a huge drop for America’s 
population within less than 8 years, a population drop-off which is still inadequately 
explained, even using their 2014 explanation seen in the previous section of this story 
above. 
 

http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
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While the mainstream media and gatekeepers such as ‘Snopes’ will continue to call the 
globalists depopulation agenda a ‘conspiracy theory’ despite the fact that its written in 
granite upon the mysterious Georgia Guidestones, we hear from videographer Truth 
Happens in the first video below all about Gates plans for a universal vaccine with our 
videographer also talking with us about the globalists depopulation agenda. 
 
And in the final video below from videographer ‘Leak Project’ about the suspect ‘mutant 
virus’ on the loose that some warn could eventually lead to the deaths of 300 million or 
more, with medical experts warning the conditions for such a deadly outbreak are 
perfect despite the fact that they still don’t even know exactly what will cause this 
‘outbreak’. 

………………………………………………………………… 
 

I can assure you that I am blocked from saving specific web sites like Dave Hodges’ 
Common Sense News; Patrick Wood’s Technoracy News; Mike Adams’ Natural News; 
and approximately fifteen-twenty other credible web sources of truth news.  On federal 
holidays, like New Year’s Day, Easter, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Columbus Day, 
Thanksgiving, and Christmas that I am not being surveilled, I go through my memo pad 
list and download the verboten. 
  
The ‘Washington Standard” had this to say on Monday, October 12th, 2020: 
 
When medical professionals deal with the health of the public, the information relied 
upon has to be accurate, meet the standards of the scientific method, and meet the gold 
standard of the medical profession. Those on the frontlines have relied on various 
agencies and associations to obtain their information, such as the Center for Disease 
Control (CDC), the World Health Organization (WHO), the National Institute of Health 
(NIH), the American Medical Association (AMA), and a host of others. But, what 
happens when one of these sources becomes unreliable, committing serious errors that 
jeopardize the health and well-being of the public? The public gets half-hearted 
apologies. 
 
GreatGameIndia.org documents ten times the World Health Organization (WHO) has 
errored bringing into question the legitimacy of the United Nations’ health organization 
to be a source for medical professionals around the world. 
 
The World Health Organization (WHO) is a primary agency of the United Nations 
responsible for international public health. However, in recent times, the WHO has been 
criticized for either acting too late or too little during a health crisis. There have been 
instances where WHO was caught grossly unprepared with its course of action. Other 
times, the scientists and researchers at WHO have made laughable errors while 
preparing reports. This begs the question: Why WHO makes so many mistakes? Is it 
deliberate?  Or is there some other reason behind WHO’s never ending list of errors? 
 
Working backwards, beginning with the CON-VID-19 scam-demic, here are WHO’s top 
ten blunders. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5738866/killer-flu-pandemic-could-hit-any-time-killing-300-million/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5738866/killer-flu-pandemic-could-hit-any-time-killing-300-million/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5738866/killer-flu-pandemic-could-hit-any-time-killing-300-million/
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In the WHO’s earlier reports, this coronavirus was assessed as a risk level of 
“moderate” of turning into a global risk. But, WHO later emerged to declare this 
assessment was in error. 
 
“In its report a few days later, WHO said the risk was ‘very high in China, high at the 
regional level and high at the global level.’ They also admitted that the earlier reports 
had incorrectly mentioned that the global risk was moderate.” 
 
When confronted about its mistake, co-director of the Swiss School of Public Health, 
Antione Flahault said, “It’s a mistake. It’s definitely a sizeable one… but I really think it’s 
a mistake that has now been corrected.” 
 
This was reported in April of 2020. Since then, new information has proven the risk was 
not high for a pandemic. In fact, one month earlier, Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Robert 
Redfield co-authored an article in The New England Journal of Medicine declaring 
CONV-VID-19 to have an infection fatality rate of 0.1% or similar to that of seasonal flu. 
More recently, the CDC issued new statistics showing the survival rates by age group, 
indicating the survival rates by age group. This new data indicates the WHO has been 
in error since the beginning, suggesting its actions were motivated not by factual 
scientific evidence, but political agendas. 
 
Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus, director general of WHO, stated, “In particular, the Covid-19 
pandemic has given new impetus to the need to accelerate efforts to respond to climate 
change. The Covid-19 pandemic has given us a glimpse of our world as it could be: 
cleaner skies and rivers.” 
 
“Taiwan demands apology from WHO chief” 
 
GreatGameIndia.org explains: 
 
Taiwan demanded an apology from the WHO chief following his controversial 
allegations against the country where he accused the island nation and its people of 
racial abuse. 
 
In a press conference, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus made 
serious allegations against Taiwan. The WHO chief said that he has been a target of 
racial insults for the past three months, which he alleged originated from the island of 
Taiwan. 
 
WHO has been criticized for its handling of the corona pandemic including its treatment 
of Taiwan. The UN agency – due to the pressure from China – does not recognize the 
sovereignty of Taiwan. The island nation is still considered a territory of mainland China. 
The exclusion means Taiwan is kept out of the loop and is unable to share and receive 
crucial data related to the coronavirus pandemic. 
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When RTHK journalist – in a video call – questioned WHO advisor Bruce Aylward about 
Taiwan, the top WHO doctor was lost for words, and abruptly ended the call. 
 
It’s painfully obvious the WHO is motivated by politics and caves to pressure from the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The question must be asked – why is an agency 
whose main concern “health” getting involved in geopolitics and the ruse of climate 
change? Since the majority of the WHO’s funding comes from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates foundation, it’s no surprise the UN agency would want to dip their toes in the 
deep end of the pool. It’s a total political statement by the WHO to deny the sovereignty 
of Taiwan because of CCP pressure. One then has to ask – why does the CCP have so 
much influence over the WHO? 
 
“WHO Admits Making False Report on India” 
 
During this scam-demic, the UN organization classified India as being at a stage of 
community transmission when in fact, India was having cluster cases, not community 
transmission. The WHO did not make the correction or admit its own blunder until it was 
forced to clarify to an Indian News channel. India’s joint secretary of Health Ministry, Lav 
Aggrawal, stated, “If it happens, we will be the first to tell you. We will tell people to be 
especially alert… There is no community transmission.” The government of India had 
been firm in its denial of reaching stage three or community transmission. 
 
GreatGameIndia.org reported: 
 
Our World in Data – an online publication based at the University of Oxford – has 
stopped using Word Health Organization data related to coronavirus for its research. 
The publication announced that they no longer base their models on the WHO data 
citing errors and other issues. 
 
Instead, the researchers are using data provided by the European Centre for Disease 
Prevention and Control. The errors and inaccuracies, which Our World in Data 
documented in a separate report, showed various discrepancies in the situation reports 
released by WHO between February 5 to March 16. 
 
The WHO has become an organization that cannot be trusted to provide reliable 
information. When governments, scientists, doctors, and researchers rely on this 
information for treating individuals and policy decision-making, the WHO has a 
responsibility and duty to make sure the information is accurate, reliable and up-to-date. 
To clarify, no government should use any information from and world or state 
organization to eradicate liberties and freedoms. However, governments could use the 
information to limit travel to affected areas, close borders to immigrations in order to 
prevent disease spread, and establish temporary policies to admit immigrants who 
experience a dire situation. Never should the information be used as a mechanism to 
obtain increased power or control over the people. 
 
“Finland Says WHO’s Coronavirus Protocol Doesn’t Work” 
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A senior Finnish Health Official claims the protocol of the WHO’s coronavirus testing is 
illogical and doesn’t work, dismissing an advisory issued by the WHO saying the 
organization does not understand pandemics. WHO recommended testing as many 
people as possible for coronavirus in its advisory. The Finnish health official argued this 
“protocol” was illogical when combating a pandemic. 
 
Mika Salminen, Finland’s head of health security, stated, “We don’t understand the 
WHO’s instructions for testing. We can’t fully remove the disease from the world 
anymore. If someone claims that, they don’t understand pandemics.” Salminen took 
issue with the idea that testing on a mass scale would stop the spread of COVID-19. 
 
So, why is anyone in the united States still listening to the UN’s WHO? In fact, its 
secretary general is not even a medical doctor. Yet, actual medical doctors with 
extensive experience with infectious diseases and those who study pandemics have 
been censored, fired and had punishments exacted against them for attempting to relay 
factual scientific-based information to the public. The WHO has committed a serious 
offense against the people of every nation on the globe that would have any other entity 
or person hung out to dry, charged with an international crime. 
 
In 2018, the WHO declared UK’s Port Talbot, located in South Wales, as the most 
polluted city in the UK. The assessment turned out to be false and was based upon an 
“oversight” in data. Dr. Maria Neria, director general for WHO at the time, only admitted 
the error when challenged by the Neath Port Talbot council, calling it “erroneous”. How 
did that occur? 
 
GreatGameIndia.org  reported: 
 
The WHO database showed that the south Wales town had a fine pollution level of 18 
micrograms of M2.5 pollution particles per cubic metre of air. In comparison, London 
had 14 micrograms while Manchester had 13 – all above the national guidelines of 10 
micrograms. 
 
The then WHO director Dr. Maria Neria later described the figures as “erroneous” and 
said that the air pollution level for Port Talbot was instead measured at 9.68 micrograms 
and not 18 as earlier suggested. 
 
She said: “The PM2.5 level for the year 2015 for Port Talbot should be 9.6853 (and is 
rounded to 10 in the updated excel sheet) and is noted as ‘measured’. The PM2.5 was 
erroneously featured as a converted (estimated) value of 18. The World Health 
Organisation has taken immediate steps to rectify this on its WHO web site, and in the 
database. We regret that this error happened.” 
 
Either WHO employees have a severe trouble with mathematics, or the entire 
organization is sloppy and careless in its endeavors when data gathering and compiling. 
Based on what has been presented so far, it would be the latter. But, could this be 
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called sloppy and careless or calculated and intentional because in each of these 
instances one might think an agenda was involved? 
 
“WHO excludes Tuberculosis from Global Priority List” 
 
As indicated by GreatGameIndia, “In 2017, the WHO compiled the first-ever global 
priority list for antibiotic-resistant bacteria. It included 12 families of bacteria that WHO 
considers ‘greatest threat to human health’ and for which there is an urgent need for 
new antibiotics.” Conspicuously missing from the list was the bacteria that causes 
Tuberculosis, considering TB causes more deaths than any other infectious disease. In 
2015, the WHO estimated approximately 10 million people contracted the disease. And, 
TB has evolved to become more and more resistant to modern medicinal therapies. It 
was a move that surprised experts. 
 
Of course, WHO had a defense – it was already a globally established priority for which 
new treatments are urgently needed. The question remained, “If it is already a globally 
established priority, then why not include it on the list?” 
 
This is not forgetfulness or an oversight – it’s negligence and incompetence from an 
organization many, if not all, medical professionals look toward for guidance. Severe 
errors as has been seen by the WHO could have devastating consequences for the 
world’s population. 
 
“Whistleblower exposes WHO operations in Cambodia” 
 
Tony Nash a former employee at The Economist and IHS Markit, who worked on a 
Cambodian project for the WHO has come out with a startling disclosure of how the 
WHO proliferated a more expensive and harmful approach to HIV treatment in 
Cambodia instead of the more cheaper Cambodian government method. 
 
Interviews, we found that the Cambodian government continuum was both more 
effective and cheaper than the WHO method. The full report was turned over to the 
WHO. The results were dismissed and the report was buried. In effect, the WHO 
showed it would rather proliferate 
 
— Tony Nash (@TonyNashOnAsia) April 14, 2020 
 
When I was with a previous employer, the WHO asked us to do a report comparing the 
efficacy of mother-to-child transmitted HIV treatment continua in Cambodia. We were 
asked to compare the WHO continuum to the Cambodian government continuum. 
 
After hundreds of interviews, we found that the Cambodian government continuum was 
both more effective and cheaper than the WHO method. The full report was turned over 
to the WHO. The results were dismissed and the report was buried. 
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In effect, the WHO showed it would rather proliferate a more expensive approach with 
worse health outcomes than the Cambodian government’s home-grown treatment. I’ve 
ignored this for a decade, but given the news out today, I have to disclose it. I fully 
support the withdrawal of funding from the WHO. 
 
In other words, the WHO is cooperating with a globalist eugenics movement. What else 
could explain this behavior by the organization? 
 
“When WHO faked a pandemic” 
 
In 2009, the WHO prematurely declared swine flu a pandemic, causing a surge in 
vaccine orders. Rich and affluent nations rushed to purchase millions of doses of a 
vaccine. However, deaths from swine flu occurred mostly in Africa and Southeast Asia, 
not Europe. 
 
According to GreatGameIndia.org, “In this controversial book, renowned author Stuart 
Blume discloses that many of the most influential advisers, at both World Health 
Organization (WHO) and national levels, are paid consultants to the vaccine industry 
raising a very serious question – that the WHO might be working for the vaccine 
industry’s interests and not the people – the reason why 10 years ago WHO faked a 
pandemic.” 
 
With all of these serious “blunders”, which are more by design than unintentional, the 
question emerges, “Should the WHO be dismantled?” At this point, one could say yes it 
should since these errors and intentional actions threaten the lives of all people around 
the world. GreatGameIndia.org called what the WHO has done as “gambling-approach 
to world health crises.” Moreover, with the WHO being used as a “tool” by the vaccine 
industry lobby, their recommendations and reports are suspect. Are these reports 
skewed toward vaccine promotion or are the reports genuinely concerned with the world 
population’s health? This has prompted experts to call for the dismantling of the 
organization. 
 
Considering the medical profession relies heavily on the information provided by the 
WHO, wrongly, of course, the intentional and deliberate “misstatements” can have long 
lasting repercussions. Instead of contemplating what scientists and doctors challenging 
the WHO’s information have discovered through actual scientific research, these 
independent individuals are scoffed at, maligned, and discredited, along with punished, 
for daring to contradict the “anointed” WHO. As it turns out, the medical profession has 
been upholding and defending the WHO, which engages in “fake” information to enrich 
an industry or many industries. 
 
It’s time for a reconsideration on this agency being the “end all to end all” for the 
medical professionals regarding health expertise and recommendations. If nothing else, 
this information is enough to question medical professionals who continue to follow the 
WHO’s recommendations and guidelines and challenge their blind devotion to an 
organization that clearly has been bought and paid for by the vaccine lobby and private 
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individuals who are globalists and eugenicists. Unfortunately, government entities such 
as the CDC and the NIH will still bend a knee to the WHO; however, individual medical 
professionals have great influence when banding together. By rejecting the WHO’s 
influence based upon its numerous egregious errors, the medical professionals as a 
collective can push this tainted agency into non-existence. 
 
So, doctors, why are you continuing to trust the WHO? Why are you continuing to trust 
the CDC and NIH, organizations that clearly follow the global agency’s example? It’s 
time to stop your blind devotion to an organization who does not have at its heart a 
concern for the health of the world’s population. But, don’t take my word for it. Do the 
research. Listen to your colleagues who are exposing the nefarious deeds of this 
organization. And, do yourself a favor – listen to your patients who are aware of all this 
information instead of adopting a condescending attitude towards them, implying you 
know more than them. It’s quite obvious they are doing their homework; why aren’t you? 
 

……………………………………………………………. 
 
When the WHO, FDA, CDC, NIAID, Dr. Fauci, and Dr. Redfield began flip-flopping over 
the past few weeks, it did not mean they have folded their tent and ran for cover or 
hiding and that we can all breathe a sigh of relief.  No such thing, and recalling Bill 
Gates own words, the next time they (we the public) will pay attention, meaning the 
public will regret it.  
 
The U.S. government has spent 6-billions of dollars of taxpayer on 600-million doses of 
vaccines, enough for two shots for every man, woman, and child in the country that 
want them and Bill Gates said you will have to have yearly booster shots.  I keep 
thinking about the interview Bill Gates gave at Davos last winter to a business reporter 
from CNBC, when he was asked about what the investment in vaccines offered 
investors.  His reply and I wish I could quote the exact words, but the return on 
investment (ROI) was a $20-to-1 profit margin.  You can listen to his interview Becky 
Quick of CNBC at this link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cfcaK8gBaA . 
 
The white hats, the good guys, have won this skirmish but the war will continue to 
advance the depopulation agenda that the Eugenics people like Bill Gates are funding 
and pushing on the world.   
 
 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://www.jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cfcaK8gBaA
mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://www.jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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